
GENERAL BODY SENATE MEETING  
FIRST SESSION, SPRING SEMESTER  

JANUARY 22nd, 2018  
 
I. CALL TO ORDER (7:00pm)  
 
II. ROLL CALL  
 
III. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA  
 Motioned: Cali 
 Second: Evan S. 
 
IV. APPROVAL OF LAST MEETING’S MINUTES  
 Motioned: Quentin 
 Second: Brandon 
 
V. HALL COUNCIL REPORTS  

A. Academic Village  
Before break we did Coco Cram, it got over 100 people to show up. Owen will be 
coming out with a bill soon for RHA 

B. Allison  
Allison’s 60th birthday is coming up, working on that, will have bill for RHA 
soon 

C. Braiden  
D. Corbett  
 We are working on getting things together for upcoming weeks 
E. Edwards  
F. Ingersoll  
 There’s a Super Bowl party in the works - but not Super Bowl 
G. Laurel Village  
 We held a destress event right before break, about 50 people 
H. Newsom  
I. Parmelee  
J. Summit  
 On Sunday at 6:30,  we’re putting on a game night event, come hang out 
K. Towers  

 
VI. NEW BUSINESS  

A. Bill 1718 – Mardi Gras  
 Reading of bill: 



 Waived 
Presentation: Maggie Marsh; RA in Allison, Orientation Leader, former RHA 
President, though I am not here as any of those. I am here as the Treasurer of the 
French club. We are putting on a program for Mardi Gras, happen in February, 
coordinating with German Club and Spanish Club, are coming together on Mardi 
Gras. It is happening in Ramskeller, it’s a big open space and will not be serving 
alcohol during time of this program. It is happening 5-8 on Mardi Gras, Feb 13. 
It’s a big cultural experience for those studying language and for anyone else who 
wants to attend. It is a celebration to indulge in yourself, fattier food, fun music, 
socialize with friends. It is an opportunity to practice language outside of class 
and is an academic requirement for those studying them. There will be bands 
playing, we will be learning about the holiday and culture in France. We have 
been putting it on consecutively and are expecting 200 people. We got outside 
funding in ASCSU, our own funding, German club, and we applied for Coke 
grant. My funding request is for some King’s Cake at about $200 and for getting 
pizza from Ramskeller, which is cheaper, at about $280. Rounded up to $500 in 
case numbers don’t add up. We are aware it doesn’t include tax. It may not seem 
Residence Life based but it does apply to them. Many of the students in 100 level 
language classes are first year students. 

  
Q&A: 
Quentin: Have you done this is the past? 
A: Yeah it’s about the 5th time consecutively 
George: With ASCSU, was the funding from their funding board? 
A: I don't know, I am not aware of logistics. 

  Jacob: How are you planning on marketing this? 
A: We will be hanging up posters, the German Club is in charge of distributing 
them. If we get funding from y’all posters, will be coordinated to be hung in the 
Residence Halls 

  Motion to end Q&A: Quentin 
  Second: Benton 
 
  Discussion: 
  Cali: Maggie mentioned an amendment, so moved. 
   Mallory second 
   Approved by gallery 
  Quentin: Motion to caucus for 3 minutes 
   Second Benton  

Mallory: LV supports this bill and believes it gives students new cultural 
experience they might not have otherwise have gotten. 



 Cali: Motion to put this bill on emergency status 
   Second: Xavier 
   Ad hoc: Owen and Hillary 
   No emergency status 
   Second by Ethan 
   Jordan: Does that give it enough time? 
   >Yes 

Cali: Because it was supposed to be in Funding Board, that’s why we put I 
motioned to have in on emergency status 

   Owen: We want to take this bill back to our Hall Council 
  Quentin: Motion to end 
   Second 
   Dissent by Jordan 
   All retracted 

Benton: AV believes it’s cool they've done this years past, and they are planning 
for a lot of people to be there 
Aidan: AV thought it was very nifty that they brought multiple different clubs. 
AV likes how it encourages inclusivity 

  Madi: Towers agrees with AV, it's a really cool cultural experience 
  Wes: It hits 3 RC learning goals  

Jordan: NRHH sees this is an opportunity to extend beyond Res Life and an 
example on how residents have an impact in different parts of campus 

  Cali: Motion to end discussion 
  Second: Alexander 
  

B. ASCSU and RHA Joint Resolution 4701  
 Quentin waived 
 Second  
 Dissent 

Presentation: Isabelle Brown, speaker of Senate for ASCSU, attention to opioid 
crisis and I have a personal connection to this topic. I fell in love with a non profit 
that is present in 33 states and their goal is to work with student governments to 
pass legislation to change how university policy looks at opioid overdoses.  Make 
our first ever joint resolution with RHA and worked closely with each other. It 
specifically looks at training RAs to use resources and Narcan and learn to 
recognize symptoms of an overdose and act on a situation. Right now, RAs are 
told to call the police in these situations. Josh Williams, ASCSU Senator, and 
former RHA senator. I wanted to help out on this because we are seeing what the 
opioid crisis is doing to out communities. The president actually declared this a 
state of emergency and statistics are quite shocking on a social and economic 



level. The opioid crisis has affected Colorado and through multiple ways. Liam 
Aubrey, ASCSU Senator, CSU as a whole to prevent and try to solve this problem 
and let people of positions of power know this is something students care about. 
The university does not report number of overdoses and part of this resolution is 
that. 

 
Q&A:  
Quentin: Can you expand on the potential legal ramifications? 
A: In Colorado, it is legal for someone within this position to administer Narcan in a 
situation of emergency. We are taking the extra step to ensure RA’s would not be 
punished for this. 
Collin: Do you have a basic idea on how many do overdose? 
A: That’s the thing, no. So this resolution is encouraging them to report it so we know 
how large this program is. In Colorado, it has been an issue that there is a bill going 
through talking about what to do about it. And hospitals are training others to administer 
Narcan. Opioid overdoses killed more people than guns and car crashes combined, two 
years ago. 
Alexander: Do they have to report the opioid overdose in order to receive amnesty? 
A: That’s not up to us to decide. 
Ethan bird: When it comes to RA training, what would that look like and who would be 
giving that training? 
A: It would be a part of training to be RAs and as a part of the class. It would be 
something you learn right off the bat and that would come from residence life training 
Wes: For good Samaritan clause, can you define that or add amendment to define it? 
A: If something were to happen and you save someone because of an overdose, you are 
protected from being charged. 
Jordan: You said this has been implemented in other campuses. Do you have info on how 
it has been working? 
A: It’s a fairly new non-profit but it has been most successful in University of Alabama 
and have been able to save lives. 
Alex: How much does the Narcan cost per dosage? 
A: Depends per state, in Colorado it’s about $75. We would only be giving them to RAs 
on duty. 
Cali: Do you know shelf life? 
A: A very long time, like an epipen. 
Jordan: Can you talk about the demographic breakdown on how it affects other people? 
A: I believe it effects working class white population the most, in Colorado specifically a 
lot of homeless are effected. There are primary and secondary effects in the user and the 
family. Not every place reports so it’s hard to look at exact numbers. The fastest growing 



demographic is ages 18-35, so student population. With people recognizing the epidemic, 
doctors are stopping to prescribe so people are turning to illegal measures. 
Benton: Will this have additional prevention or solely overdose? 
A: This is our first step and is a way to get it more talked about in legislation and this is 
really to make sure this is a tangible thing. We hope we have more joint resolutions  
Motion to end Q&A: Cali 
Second: Kylie 
 
Discussion: 
Mallory: LV is in support of the resolution through looking at the general rise and rising 
demographic, having access to training and medicine could save someone's life 
Cali: LV believes this is a good preventative measure and and cost effective and we see 
no reason it shouldn’t be enacted. 
Quentin: Summit is a little apprehensive about potential legal ramifications, but as long 
as RAs get proper training and legal protection, but if these are ensured, Summit supports 
it 
Aidan: AV believes this is good as usage is on the rise. It is good to do this now 
Jordan: NRHH feels this is a well intentioned resolution. The opioid crisis is very big and 
effecting a lot of people, we need to keep the demographics in mind. The fact that this is 
a mainly white majority impact that as we go in to issues like this we need to look back at 
how we cater to other demographics on this campus and how we have not met the needs 
of mainly minorities on this campus. I think it’s a good bill but keep in mind how this 
affects other students and how we utilize our power. 
Alexander: While Alison has reservations, it is overall good and will improve awareness 
through statistics and can potentially reduce the number of opioid related deaths we have 
on campus. 
Wes: POI: Do any advisors know if there has been anything like this that ASCSU pays 
for already? 

A: Not that I know, but it could be. 
Wes: Normally Res Life gets paid by residents to do things we do, this would be taking 
ASCSU money and giving it directly to supplies which is kinda weird because ASCSU’s 
target population is CSU as a whole. 
Quentin: POI: Where does ASCSU funding usually go to? 

Wes: So many places! Other organizations, infrastructure, transpfort, around the 
horn, etc. 

Cali: POI: who pays for epipens? 
 >There aren’t epipens 
Mitchell: ASCSU deals with a lot of different places. Res life makes money in a separate 
pile through meal plans and housing. ASCSU gets money mostly through student fees, so 
tuition. For them to fund something for us would look different 



Jacob: Braiden feels this is good and they have strong goals. Given the unfortunate 
amount of these incident it could provide good  
Cali: LV would see it be very possible that education on this would be prominent as RAs 
would have training 
Kyra: Reminder that is resolution, even if it passes both senates and goes to higher 
administration, they can still technically not do it. It says funding is needed, HDS does 
not have to apply ASCSU funding 
Benton: As some in AV are aspiring RAs, it would be nice to have ability to save a life if 
given opportunity 
Jordan: NRHH is a little curious about the big pressure that is placed on RA and how it is 
essentially asking them to spearhead it. We question why there is such a movement to 
place it on Res Life and once residents leave, they won't necessarily have access to 
Narcan and prevention should be wider spread 
Kyra: With legality, I do believe in part of applying it that may be part of if 
administration accepts it. It may not be possible for RAs to legally do what ASCSU is 
asking 
Alexander; I would like to respond to Jordan’s comment. RAs have a lot of access to 
students and it will be RAs interacting and who know their students. 
Benton: To further that, it would just be RAs on duty so it’s not RAs the whole time. 
Aly: Going off of what Jordan said, this provides educational value in learning overdoses. 
Jordan: I’m just addressing this Res Life has to instill what it means to be a Ram and a 
community instead of administration as a whole and then it kinda falls off once you leave 
the residence halls. 
Cali: If it’s a lot of pressure on RAs, they are trained to deal with alcohol poisoning and 
other life threatening things, why not add this in? RAs choose to be in the job they are to 
help others and to make residence life better, I see no reason this can’t be incorporated in 
their training. 
Aidan: This is what Jordan and Aly were saying, AV wants to bring attention to fact that 
this is just preliminary step in preventing the opioid crisis, it is their hope that this goes 
further. 
Quentin: Summit believes this isn’t necessarily relevant to Res Life, it’s University and 
administration as a whole more 
Mitchell: One of the things is they talked about other universities doing that and I can’t 
find any info to support this. So I would be cautious in using that information.  
Wes: Firstly, a lot of the good things hds does is set a really nice standard for the rest of 
the university. It’s really cool how changes have happened through RHA and admin cares 
what we have to say and a way to make change. That said, RAs already have a lot on 
their plate on duty walks. Police officers usually respond quickly as is. 
Ethan P: POI: if this gets turned down by administration and it gets rewritten could it be 
turned in again? 



 >Yes 
Ethan B: Going off of what Wes said, this is a huge weight to carry but being trained to 
recognize opioid overdoses is good 
George: Question for gallery: we recognize this would be the first step, how do you 
envision it spreading outside of Res Life? 

Gallery: This would be a tangible step we can take. We hope it’s successful and 
brings awareness to this issue. We hope to give out press releases. Ultimately, our 
biggest weapon is what we are here in college for and this is an example of a step 
and to build momentum and lead this campaign. 

George: We are saying this is solely on RAs, but it is acknowledging and asking for CSU 
to do something by publishing statistics. 
Jordan: Just to clarify, NRHH fully supports this bill. You can support a cause and still 
question status quo.  
Alexander: One of the points someone made earlier is that you don’t necessarily have to 
put pressure on the RA when CSUPD responds quickly. Opiods can take a life in a matter 
of minutes and should be responded to quickly. Statistics are very important to report and 
will allow us to better respond to this issue. 
Cali: I want to rehash this is how we tell CSU we care about this issue and there could be 
more. 
Maddie: I just want to emphasize that RHA has a lot of power and we can make change, 
we do not have to wait for the higher ups to act. 
Benton: Following after that, this shows how we care about this issue 
Cali: LV wants to point out CSUPD and police will always be called in a situation like 
this. I’m not sure if after training they can administer Narcan whenever or if it will be 
under strict situations. 
Cali: I am going to motion to previous question because ASCSU is planning on voting on 
this week. Motion to emergency status.  
 
Ad hoc: Brandon and Ethan powers 
 Yes 
 Second Lauren 

Dissent: Quentin: I would like to bring this to Hall Council and talk with RAs to 
gage their opinion and talk with those affected by this resolution 

 Dissent by Xavier: I also would like to discuss this with my hall council 
 Motion not retracted 

14-13-2, Failed 
Quentin: In research, Summit found unnecessary and improper administration of Narcan 
can have negative side effects 
Mitchell: To clarify, CSU doesn’t post anything about death really. They’re not 
purposfully excluding opioids. 



 
C. Legislation 1701 – Outside Organization Election Campaigning  
The reason behind this is that during elections last year a presenter entered the space 
without contacting the president of RHA. They would have not been given permission to 
do so, but there was no constitutional backing to this denial.  
 
QA: 
Lauren: Several cabinet member have the requirement to present in the space, so would 
we have to clear with the President any time we brought in an outside presenter? 
A: It’s up to the sitting president’s interpretation, but the way I understand it, no 
Brandon: This would reinforce existing policy? 
A: Yes, usually to the advisors and then on to me 
George: How much notice would you want? 
A: Preferably Thursday before, but technically Sunday 
Jordan: Why? 
A: If there is an immediate issue addressed its exigent, but it is up to the chairs discretion 
 
Discussion: 
Ethan: AV feels that this is a very strong piece of legislation to add 
Quentin: Summit believes we should tie up loose ends of this through legislation   
 

 
VII. OLD BUSINESS  

A. Resolution 1703  
Cali: Motion to Caucus for 1 minute 
2nd: Evan 
Discussion: 
Quentin: Summit thinks its good for SLP 
Alexander: Allison has a few reservations on the need for this space 
Cali: LV feels that this brings value to what we do 
Ethan: AV thinks that a space will make SLP a more official entity of CSU 
Jacob: Braiden thinks it solidifies our place on the campus 

  Vote: 24-4-0   
 
 
VIII. PRESENTATIONS  

A. Campus Step Up  
i. Aiden and Owen  



I don’t know if you all know what Campus Step Up is but it’s a social justice 
retreat, it was very eye opening and good to learn. Use your privilege to help 
others. 

B. Time Management  
i. Director of Residential Development  
Debrief questions: 
How did you decide what to do? 
We had a taskmaster that delegated 
Xavier: We did the first thing at the bottom of the list. 
How were the team dynamics 
Benton: It worked, I didn’t know my group prior to this but we just went at it and 
it was good. 
Wes: As someone who transferred from one group to another, it was interesting to 
see the shoutingness. 
Did you feel like you needed more or less time? 

 >Less 
How does this apply to hall council and school? 
It shows prioritizing. 
If everyone was given an individual list, it would have been a lot more difficult so 
team work was important. 
Rocks and pebbles is a good metaphor: you put big tasks first and then poor in 
smaller things after. 

 
 
IX. CABINET REPORTS  

A. President  
Amanda Daul will be here next meeting, your attendance is encouraged because she will 
be talking attendance.  
Reminder that OTMs are a requirement for RHA and I will be sending out an email for 
everyone who did not do one each month. 
There is a career fair Feb 13-14, 10am-3pm 
B. Director of Advocacy and Administration  
C. Director of Residential Development  

Spring retreat is this Saturday, mandatory for all hc including you 8-3, 3-5 fun 
time I want to see all of you. I have a program Thursday night in SLP office 
called “Color your semester”  with coloring books and coloring syllabus 

D. Director of Residential Events and Programming  
I have restructured programmers and meeting with me, make sure they meet with 
me! 

E. Director of Marketing and Promotions  



Marketing committee: I would love to meet with you all tomorrow night.  
I’m working on a video about tabeling stuff. I’m taking over the instagram page 
called @ProudToBeACSURam next week so give that a follow and I’ll be 
promoting RHA through it 

F. Director of Finance  
I am working on funding the Regional Business Conference and working on 
funding a couple other programs 

G. National Communications Coordinator  
i. RBC Presentation  
We want to host RBC next spring. We want people to be chairs for the 
conference, here are chairs: Finance Chair, Lodging, Entertainment and 
Programming Chair, Dining and Hospitality, Registration Chair, Transportation 
and Safety Chair, Social Media and Technology Chair. Let me know if you would 
like to be one! 

 H. NRHH  
If you are applying for a Res Life position, like RA or ICA, mock interviews by 
VPLD, the interviews will be February 10, 2018 from 8:00am-4:00pm. You must 
sign up for a slot.  http://www.signupgenius.com/go/5080F4BAEAB29A4F49-
student 
NRHH applications are open, if you want to be a part of NRHH member our apps 
are online https://nrhh.colostate.edu/membership-application/ 

 
X. COMMITTEE REPORTS  

A. Marketing and Promotions  
 We got some dope beanies as merchandise 
B. Advocacy 
 Exciting to get back to it 
C. Residential Development  
 We’re planning a fun and cute program in April and something for March 
  

XI. LIAISON REPORTS   
A. Operations Management  
B. ASCSU  
 Meeting with Tristan tomorrow and presenting a resolution next time 
C. RamEvents  
D. EcoLeaders  
E. ICA  
F. School of Music, Theatre and Dance 

 
XII. ADVISOR REPORTS  



Curtis: Tuesday, January 30th in Ingersoll Seminar Room from 4-6pm there is Campus of 
Difference. Topics addressed: hate speech/free speech and vandalism were very important 
considering campus incident and to try to incorporate that into their workshop.  
 JCPenny is providing a sale for CSU student and CSU is providing transportation Feb. 11 at 
6:30-9:30 pm. 
Mitchell: Campus of Difference is bringing in ICAs, Hillel, and the Anti Defamation league. 
This is an opportunity to learn how to do change regarding these incidents. Here’s where to sign 
up: http://workshop.csuhillel.org 
Men in the Movement is looking for new members and will talk about how to meet The first 
session will be on January 31. Contact me if you’re interested! 
 
XIII. OPEN FORUM AND GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENTS  
Quentin: Feb 14 is World Love for Dolphins day and I am organizing a demonstration and 
educational event on the quad on the dangers and abuse on dolphins and educating on multiple 
aquatic animal issues. If you want to get involved or learn me, contact me at 
Quentinbh@yahoo.com 
Wes: At CSU Swing Dance Society, I will be teaching collegiate shag Wed at 7 pm in the 
Cherokee Ballroom 
Madi: The Political Science Club is putting on a program on a year in global politics and will 
have panel of professors to talk. If you’re interested in coming, let me know! 
Mallory: Knitting club is tomorrow 4:30-5:30 in Pinion lobby. 
 
XIV. RECOGNITION  

A. Rambo  
i. Given by Summit Hall Council  
 Ingersoll 

B. Cam  
i. Given by Director of Residential Events and Programming  
 Evan Stockmoe 

C. Birthdays  
D. Snaps  

 
XV. ROLL CALL  
 
XVI. ADJOURNMENT (9:55) 


